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Start the New Year off Right with These Savings Tips
Fresh financial habits to maximize your savings

A new year is a great time for a money makeover. If you struggle with saving, or want to save even
more than you do already, here are seven strategies worth implementing. 

30-day rule

According to The Simple Dollar
contributor Trent Hamm, one of the
simplest ways to avoid impulse
purchases is to apply the 30-day
rule. Like its name implies, this rule
involves waiting a period of 30
days to decide on whether or not to
make a purchase. Observing this
rule each month is a great way to
build a long-term habit of making
delayed purchasing decisions.

Shopping lists

Whether you’re grocery shopping
or clothes shopping, an easy way
to avoid unplanned purchases is to
make a list, as Hamm advises.
Make sure to stick to the list and
turn a blind eye to anything not on
it. This strategy will help you buy
only the food and clothing you need, rather than splurging on junk food that you might not eat or
trendy apparel that you might only wear a few times.

Nights in

While having a night out with your partner or friends can be refreshing, it can be a pricey habit. Hamm
recommends limiting evening outings by opting for alternative entertainment and food at home. Try
having a game or trivia night, or an appetizer potluck, with friends the next time you crave a
get-together.

Pay down your debts

School loans and credit cards can have high interest rates that add up over time. Kimberly Palmer,
contributor with U.S. News & World Report, advises to pay down your debts as soon as possible to
maximize savings. If you’re not sure where to start, begin with the loans or accounts that have the
highest interest rates.

Master the art of sewing

Knowing how to sew can help your wardrobe last longer and reduce the need to buy new clothes, as
Hamm articulates. For starters, learn how to sew a hem, mend a tear and hem a pair of pants. If you
have the discipline and time, learn how to do basic alterations to save even more by not having to go
to a tailor the next time you need a piece of clothing taken in (or out).

Use automatic deposits

Put modern banking methods to use by setting up automatic deposits into your savings account, each
time you get a paycheck. Per The Balance contributor Joshua Kennon, it’s an easy way to stay on
track with your saving goals. It’s also a good idea to have the savings account with a separate
financial institution than your checking account, as Michele Lerner with Money Crashers recommends.
That way, it’s a bit harder to access the funds for nonessential items, the next time you feel like
making an impulse buy.

Make your own meals



Frequently eating out can take a toll on your savings. Palmer recommends cooking your own meals
regularly, to reduce monthly food costs. She also suggests implementing budget-friendly dishes —
like soup and pasta — into your meal plan, to save even more money.

By applying these seven tips, you’re well on your way to a more lucrative new year — and building
healthier financial habits that will pay off in the years to come.
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Importance of Annual Insurance Evaluations
How reviewing your insurance policies saves you money

Insurance policies are living documents. As your needs and circumstances change, so too should your
insurance change to reflect them. Done properly, you’ll come to view your annual insurance
evaluation not as a chore but as an opportunity to save money and better secure your future.

Finding discounts

Annual insurance evaluations
provide a great opportunity to
review your situation and reduce
your premiums. For instance, if you
are a small business owner and the
nature of your business changed
over the last year, your policies
may cover risks that no longer
exist. Alternatively, you may have
sold a building that is still scheduled
for your property policy.

Sorting through your insurance
coverage and eliminating
redundancies can go a long way
toward improving your bottom line.
“You don’t need to insure hired
autos and non-owned autos under
your general liability policy if those
vehicles are covered by your
commercial auto policy,” writes
Gregory Boop in a March 2018 article for TheBalance’s Small Business. “Ask your agent for
assistance if you need help identifying overlapping or duplicate coverages.”

Changes in circumstance

Changes in your life need to be reflected in your insurance policies. If you got married, had a child or
bought a new home, you have good reason to review your life insurance policies. If you renovated or
upgraded your home, its value may have changed as well as the coverage you need. Even small
changes can have an impact. “For example, perhaps you have disassembled the trampoline, paid off
the mortgage, installed a burglar alarm or installed a sophisticated sprinkler system. If this is the case,
simply notifying the insurance company of the change(s) and providing proof in the form of pictures
and/or receipts could significantly lower insurance premiums,” an Investopedia article states.

Discovering new features

Insurance companies are regularly adding new products and services to attract customers from
competitors and to ensure their existing customers stick around. Your annual insurance evaluation is a
good time to review these new features, whether they can serve you and whether you qualify. If you
do, it can potentially save you money in the long run. According to Investopedia , “Loyalty often pays,
too. The longer you stay with some companies, the lower your premium can become, or the lower
your deductible will be.”

Correcting errors

The insurance rate on one of your policies may have gone up for a reason you believe illegitimate.
Your annual insurance evaluation provides a good opportunity to correct the mistake and identify
others. This is especially important regarding your driving record, which is not only used by auto
insurance companies to determine your rates but also by life insurance companies, especially if you
are still young. “Driving records can fill in the blanks before lifestyle habits have had a chance to
impact health,” Barbara Marquand writes in a January 2017 article for NerdWallet.com.

As a result of database errors, you may sometimes discover that your insurance has raised your rates
because it believes you were involved in an incident in which you actually had no part. Catching these



errors and striking them from your record can help you avoid hefty insurance rate hikes.

Though evaluating your insurance policies every year can seem like a drag, it’s a useful and important
method for getting the most out of your policies, ensuring you don’t pay more than the necessary and
that you take advantage of any new benefits resulting from new policy features or changes in
circumstance. Sorting through all of that paperwork can certainly be headache-inducing, and you
might still miss something in the end. That’s why you should perform your annual insurance evaluation
alongside a professional who will be able to help you identify all of the ways you can save money.
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Going Paperless in 2019
The advantages of shifting to electronic banking statements

While many financial institutions offer the option of digital statements, not everyone takes advantage
of this convenient service. According to a 2017 survey by Javelin Strategy and Research,
approximately 61 percent of checking account customers subscribe to paperless statements, as
Nerdwallet shared. Discover the three primary benefits of going paperless with your banking
statements and communications.

Help the environment

Perhaps the most obvious benefit
of going paperless with your
banking is to save the trees and
reduce paper waste. The average
American uses the equivalent of
one 100-foot-tall Douglas fir tree
worth of paper each year, per the
U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency. By switching to paper
statements and other forms of
communication with your financial
institution, you’ll contribute to a
greener environment.

Less paper cluttering your home

According to the National
Association of Professional
Organizers, most consumers don’t
look at 80 percent of the paper mail we receive, after looking at it just once. For many people, bank
statements can fall into that category. Electronic banking statements and communications will reduce
the number of paper you have entering your home, and thus, help reduce the paper piles that tend to
accumulate on hallway tables and kitchen counters.

Better security for personal information

Per The Balance contributor Latoya Irby, going paperless is a better way to protect your personal
information from identity theft. All it takes is for one paper statement to fall into the wrong hands or
arrive at the wrong address, for a stranger to access personal data. Electronic banking usually
involves a multifactor authentication for a user to access their financial account, as Nerdwallet relates.
Many financial institutions also use a high level of encryption to protect your online ID and password
from hackers.

By adopting electronic banking statements, you can do your part to help reduce the carbon footprint.
You’ll also experience the peace of mind that comes from less paper waste in your home, and
increased security for your personal information.
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What is the Retirement Earnings Test?
What to know about Social Security heading into retirement

If you are planning on drawing on your Social Security benefits before you reach the full retirement
age, you will need to take the Retirement Earnings Test. The results of this test will have a significant
impact on the money you are able to draw to supplement your income leading into your official
retirement.

Normal retirement age

Before considering the Social
Security earnings tests, it’s
important that you have a firm
understanding of what the normal
retirement age is. The Social
Security Administration handily
breaks down normal retirement age
by the year in which you were born.
If you were born between 1943 and
1954, you can retire when you
reach the age of 66. For those born
between 1955 and 1959, your
official retirement age increases by
two months per additional year —
someone born in 1955 would retire
at 66 years and two months,
someone born in 1956 would retire
at 66 years and four months and so
on. Anyone born from 1960 on can
expect to retire at 67 years old.

Early retirement age

Per the SSA, 62 years old is the earliest you can draw from your Social Security retirement benefits.
Early withdrawal of benefits results in a reduction of your benefit amount, and that reduction increases
the later you were born. An individual born in 1960 or after who would draw out Social Security
beginning at 62 would see a monthly benefit reduction of 30 percent in the first year, about 25 percent
at age 63, about 20 percent at age 64, about 13.3 percent at age 65 and about 6.7 percent at age 66.
You will see a similar reduction in benefits for each year of early withdrawal if you are receiving
spousal benefits.

The SSA notes that the reduction in benefits prior to reaching NRA is not indicative of lost benefits.
Rather, the withheld amount will be added to your monthly benefit after you reach NRA. In most
cases, a beneficiary who draws benefits earlier will regain most if not all benefits withheld in the years
before reaching NRA.

The Retirement Earnings Test

The Retirement Earnings Test is only something that you need concern yourself with if you plan on
withdrawing your retirement benefits prior to the normal retirement age. Because you will still be
working in some capacity, the RET allows an exemption of up to $46,920 for those reaching NRA in
2019 and up to $17,640 for those reaching NRA after 2019.

You can still withdraw Social Security benefits if you make more than the exempted amount, but you
will have $1 in benefits withheld for every $2 in excess earnings if you are achieving full retirement
age after 2019 and $1 in benefits withheld for every $3 in excess earnings if you are achieving full
retirement age in 2019.

Your maximum exemption includes any money that the IRS would consider earned income; wages
and disability count toward your exemption, but interest and dividends earned on your retirement
portfolio, child support, alimony and unemployment benefits do not.

Early Social Security benefit withdrawal can be a great boost to help you get to the finish line before



you reach full retirement age, but it helps to know what withdrawing early entails and how it might
affect your plans. If you are still not positive whether early Social Security withdrawal is appropriate for
your situation, speak with your retirement planner.
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How Does the Interest Rate Affect You?
The rates are steadily rising

Since the recession of the late 2000s, the U.S. economy has continued to recover and grow again.
Simultaneously, the cost of borrowing money, or the interest rate, is on the rise. According to
Investopedia, these rates increase with economic expansion to help keep inflation and the average
price of goods as low as possible. All of these terms might sound like a foreign language, but what it
all boils down to is that the current economy is good for savers and investors, but not so great for
people who owe money.

Debtors

The availability of money in a good
economy due to high employment
rates and easy-access loans drives
prices up, according to Victoria Duff
of the Houston Chronicle. That’s
where interest rates come in, rising
with the economy to make
borrowing cash more expensive
and thus slow inflation. If the
economy falls, interest rates do too,
so there are more resources
available to build everything back
up again.

Rising interest rates are more likely
to affect new debt than old loans,
but that depends on what kind of
interest rate each debt has.
According to Jessica Dickler with
CNBC, loans with fixed rates from
before the rate hike won’t see any
changes, but existing adjustable-rate loans will see an increase in interest costs. To avoid the pain of
rising rates, investors can refinance their adjustable-rate loans to fixed ones, but they need to
consider how much that move will cost.

The same is true for student loans. Federal loans have fixed interest, but if a graduate has private
loans, their rates may rise, according to Dickler. Most credit cards also use a variable rate when
charging interest on a carried balance. In both cases, borrowers should talk to a financial professional
and see if they could save money by managing their debt with a solution that utilizes a fixed-interest
rate before interest rates rise further.

Savers and investors

Rising interest rates hinder access to cash, which means lenders and borrowers are willing to spend
more to gain the funds they need. Savings accounts — which give institutions money to lend — and
investments like stocks and bonds are more likely to see better yields over time. This is especially true
in the case of credit-deposit and money market accounts, according to James Garrett Baldwin at
Investopedia. While individuals with little to no debt are more likely to benefit from higher interest
rates, the increased cash flow takes a longer time to show up on this side of the system, depending
on the financial institution paying the interest.

While a rising interest rate might look scary on paper, especially to debtors, it’s a sign that the
economy is in good shape. Experts predict that rates will continue to rise, so now is a good time to
talk to a financial planner for assistance.
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What to Do When You Get Dividends
Making the most of your dividend payouts

Investing in the stock market offers up a great deal of both short-term and long-term benefits, and
there may be no better example of the former than dividend stocks. By investing in dividend stocks,
you stand to earn nearly immediate payouts once the stock earns a profit. If you aren’t familiar with
the idea, you may be at a loss for how to best use that money. Fortunately, you have a wide range of
options to consider, including those that turn your short-term gain into a long-term one.

How dividends are paid out

Jim Mueller, a Chartered Financial
Analyst writing for Investopedia,
notes that dividends are most
commonly paid out quarterly but
can also be distributed annually.
Cash dividends pay out via a check
that is mailed shortly after the
ex-dividend date. The amount
received would be equal to the
declared dividend per share
multiplied by the number of shares
you own. As The Motley Fool
writes, a $10 per share cash
dividend for a stockholder with
1,000 shares would net a check of
$10,000. A savvy investor could
potentially use dividends as an
effective second source of income.

There is also the possibility of
receiving dividends through stock
distribution. While opting for a dividend reinvestment plan would not net the immediate gratification of
a quarterly or annual check, it provides the benefit of not being taxable until it is sold. In the case of
the investor with 1,000 shares, a 5 percent stock dividend would result in 50 extra shares of company
stock. Per Investopedia, cash dividends are taxed either at the normal rate or at a reduced rate of 5
percent or 15 percent. Holding dividend stocks within a non-taxable retirement portfolio like a Roth
IRA would also shelter your gains from taxes until they are withdrawn.

How to use your dividends

If you are running a portfolio that follows the recommended ratio of 60 percent dividend stocks and 40
percent bonds, you stand to potentially make a substantial amount in dividends every year. If you
receive dividends via check, consider that money to be income that can be used for any number of
purposes — pay off a debt, make a down payment on a new car or take a vacation with you family.

Since this would ostensibly be income over top of your regular income, you may want to save it rather
than spend it, particularly if you are working toward retirement. If you are receiving dividends from
stock outside of a retirement package, you could reinvest that money in your 401(k) or Roth IRA. If
you have a high-yield savings account or a money market account, saving money there is a surefire
way to earn additional interest on a monthly basis.

A dividend reinvestment plan may be your best bet for longevity. Matt Krantz, author of “Investing
Online for Dummies,” considers the advantages of a DRIP to be the ease of enrollment, automatic
reinvestment, integration with direct stock purchase plans, lower or no commissions and the ability to
purchase fractional shares. If you have confidence in a stock’s ability to continue to earn, a DRIP will
maximize your earning potential by pulling in additional dividends for you over time, compounding
your gains.

If both sound appealing, you can choose to split your dividend stocks between cash and DRIPs. This
will ultimately allow you to determine which method is most preferable, and you can then adjust your
payout as desired. For more on how to make the most of your dividends, speak with a trusted financial



advisor.
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Holiday Closings

Martin Luther King, Jr. Day

Monday, January 21st 
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You're Invited!

Our annual meeting will be held on January 26, 2019 at 6:00 pm. It will take place at the main office
at 5000 Urbana Road, Springfield. All of our members are welcome to attend! 
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Winter Yard and Garden Care Tips
Help your garden survive winter’s worst so it can bloom in spring

During warmer weather, you take good care of your garden and spend time planting, watering and
deadheading. But once winter rolls around and your flowers die, you probably don’t give your garden
much thought. Proper garden preparation prior to winter can give it an easier start come springtime.
Follow these tips to winterize your garden and give it the best chance for survival though the colder
months.

Lawn care

Plants aren’t the only things to
prepare for winter; grass can also
suffer in subzero temperatures. To
keep your lawn healthy while it’s
covered in ice and snow, Kelly
Burke of The Spruce recommends
fertilizing and aerating it before
winter’s first frost. This will keep
the soil rich with the nutrients your
lawn needs once the spring thaw
arrives.

Remember not to overdo it with the
fertilizer, as too much can burn the
grass. To aerate your lawn
properly, Burke says to use a
spade to remove pockets of soil
across your lawn to give newly
planted and fertilized seeds access
to air. Water your lawn before
winter arrives as well; with access
to water, your lawn has a better chance of surviving the winter.

If you cut your lawn during winter, don’t leave it too long or too short. Long grass is susceptible to
freezing conditions, but close shaves will leave the crown of the grass exposed and vulnerable.
Charlie Nardozzi of the National Gardening Association recommends cutting grass between two and
three inches in height. Objects like unnecessary tools, furniture or leaves can smother the grass, so
make sure you remove them during winter. Reduce lawn traffic to prevent the already-weak lawn from
being trampled on.

Perennials and annuals

Perennials require minimal preparation for winter. Better Homes & Gardens explains that perennials go
into hibernation in the winter and bloom once the weather warms up. Cut the plants back and mulch
the area to create an ideal environment for these flowers.

Annuals are more difficult to maintain during winter. After the first frost of the year, the majority of
annuals won’t survive. After their demise, Olivia Heath of House Beautiful says to pull up the dead
plants, either discarding them or adding them to the compost pile. Mulch the now-unoccupied area of
your garden with a thick layer of chopped leaves. This will insulate the soil from the effects of freezing
weather.

Vegetable garden care

Vegetable plants require different winterization steps than flowers. Better Homes & Gardens
recommends harvesting any autumnal crops, such as pumpkins and sweet potatoes, prior to the
year’s first frost. Many root crops, like carrots and Brussels sprouts, can stay in the ground during the
light frosts of early winter. You can also prepare your garden for the upcoming haul of warm season
vegetables by applying compost and fertilizer to the soil throughout winter.

While you won’t be able to admire your beautiful garden during the winter months, you can take steps
to ensure it blooms into a beautiful outdoor display when spring begins.
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Safety Tech to Consider When Purchasing a Vehicle
Which high-tech car safety features are right for you?

Today’s vehicles are often available with a dizzying array of safety systems and technologies. Some
features help drivers avoid crashes, while others help reduce danger and prevent injuries when a
collision is unavoidable. While all of these features can be useful, they’re often offered at additional
cost, meaning that it can become quite expensive if you want a vehicle that’s fully equipped. Prioritize
the most important safety technologies and you will benefit from both a lower price tag and great
peace of mind.

The basics

Certain safety technologies are
included as standard equipment on
almost all new vehicles. These
essential systems include frontal
airbags and side-impact protection
to lessen crash risks; anti-lock
brakes and electronic stability
control to strengthen stopping
power and traction; and backup
cameras to improve rear visibility
and avoid pedestrian crashes.
However, older vehicles may not
offer all of these features or any at
all, which is something to keep in
mind if you’re shopping for a used
car.

Forward-collision warning and
automatic emergency braking

According to Edmunds,
forward-collision warning and automatic emergency braking are two of the most helpful safety systems
— especially if you’re prone to distraction behind the wheel. Forward-collision warning uses sensors
to issue a warning if you’re in danger of crashing into a vehicle or object ahead of you. If your
response is too slow, the warning system triggers automatic emergency braking to avoid or mitigate a
collision. These systems are fairly common options on today’s cars, and Nicole Arata of NerdWallet
writes that 20 automakers have committed to making automatic emergency braking standard on all
their vehicles by 2022.

Lane-departure warning and lane-keeping support

Using sensors to monitor your car’s position, lane-departure warning technology will alert you with
lights, noises or vibrations if you stray out of your lane. However, unclear road markings and dirty
sensors can reduce its effectiveness. Writing for The Associated Press, automotive analyst Ronald
Montoya recommends adding lane-departure warning technology if it comes with additional
lane-keeping support, which automatically adjusts your vehicle’s steering and brakes to keep it on
course.

Blind-spot monitoring

Blind-spot monitoring technology uses sensors to help you change lanes safely. On some cars, it’s set
up to alert you whenever another vehicle is in one of your blind spots. On other cars, the alert comes
only after you’ve activated your turn signal or start to move into a new lane. In its most sophisticated
version, Arata writes, this technology will also show you a camera view of your vehicle’s blind spots.

Rear cross-traffic alert

Rear cross-traffic alert technology is especially helpful when you’re trying to back out of a driveway or
parking space. Using sensors on your rear bumper, it detects traffic coming from either side and alerts
you with a noise or a light. According to Montoya, this technology may not spot objects right behind
your vehicle, so it’s best used in combination with a backup camera.



Adaptive cruise control

Adaptive cruise control goes well beyond regular cruise control. Instead of just keeping your car at a
steady speed, this radar-activated technology automatically adjusts braking and acceleration to keep
pace with the flow of traffic. If your commute is long and dull or features lots of stop-and-go traffic,
adaptive cruise control could be especially helpful. Montoya points out that it requires you to give up
some control over your car when activated, so it may not be worth the extra cost if you’re not
comfortable with trusting this technology.

As you shop, you’ll find that each of these technologies has the potential to increase your safety
during everyday drives and longer trips. Once you’ve carefully assessed your top priorities, you’ll be
well-equipped to decide which features are merely nice to have and which ones are truly essential for
your next vehicle.
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How to Make Family Budgets Fun
How to factor in fun to the family budget planning process

Setting spending limits and crunching numbers is not exactly a traditional recipe for family fun. But it is
possible to make the process of creating, maintaining and benefiting from family budgets an enjoyable
one. You and your family will find financial joy within the budgeting process with just a few tips.

Talk it through

Finances are a complicated
subject. It’s easy for budgets, bills
and financial planning to be
overwhelming for adults, let alone
your younger family members. In
order for your family to embrace a
budget and all that goes along with
it, every member needs a seat at
the table.

“The activity of paying bills and
planning purchases will bring the
family together in meaningful
ways,” says Forbes contributor
Neale Godfrey. “It gives your kids a
sense of value of things, and of the
very real problems of making ends
meet.”

Show them the money

Most budgets, bill paying and financial planning systems live inside your computer which, although
convenient, smart and organized, is a boring process and a somewhat abstract concept for kids to
absorb. Although it’s not possible or practical to abandon your online financial strategies, you can offer
a more tangible and old-school method of financial planning to help engage your younger financial
gurus.

Set out three containers, jars, banks or baskets. Mark one of the receptacles with the word save; one
with spend; and the final with share, advises Investopedia writer Jean Folger. Use real money and
coins to fill the containers each month so the whole family can see exactly how a budget works and
where money needs to go. Folger recommends divvying up money according to set percentages.
This is an especially beneficial method to help your tweens and teens balance their own allowances
while earning real-life financial lessons.

Work toward family-fun goals

Budgets are designed to keep your present bills paid as well as plan for the future. If your family is only
focusing on what they’re giving up or not getting, there’s no way your family budget will resemble
anything but doom and gloom. Instead, include in your budget a goal that everyone can appreciate or
look forward to using. Perhaps you can work toward a family-fun day at a local amusement park or
even an extended getaway.

When planning for a vacation, Godfrey stresses the importance of involving everyone in the family on
decisions from where to go and what to do to how money should be spent. A budget designed
specifically for fun-in-the-sun or a first-time adventure is sure to keep your kids interested in your
family’s financial planning.

Give back as a family

Teaching your kids to give back is an important, life-long lesson, and dedicating a portion of your
finances and time will help connect you to each other and to the community. Godfrey notes that
deciding which charity to support as a family with time or money should require thoughtful research,
just as if you were investigating a major purchase, vacation destination or gift for your home.

With open communication and an eye on future fun, you and your family can create a budget that



With open communication and an eye on future fun, you and your family can create a budget that
supports your financial goals as well as serves as a fun, yet educational, bonding experience.
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How to Avoid Germs in the Workplace
Increase your chances at staying healthy at work

The holiday season might be over, but cold and flu season certainly isn’t. You might notice bags
around your coworkers’ eyes, series of sneezes, coughing tantrums that never cease and a stack of
wadded-up tissues congesting their waste baskets. All you can hope for is that no one on your team
comes to the office with the flu.

Regardless of the influx of
sicknesses going around at work,
you can fight back without hurting
your sick coworkers. Here are
some ways you can win the battle
between wellness and illness and
stay your healthy self at this time of
year.

Hands off face: If you must
touch your face, make sure
your hands are clean first.
Also, avoid biting your
fingernails.
Get some fresh air: If your
workplace isn’t well
ventilated, you are probably
breathing in air that is
loaded with viruses and
bacteria. If you work in a
private room with a window,
open it up, even if it cold outside. If you are not near any windows, take a brief walk outside.
Wash your hands: If you use a restroom — public or private — wash your hands. If you are
getting ready to eat a meal, scrub up with soap. A bottle of hand sanitizer with 60 percent
alcohol is also a great ally to keep at your desk.
Live clean: Inform your coworkers about germs in the workplace, but don’t just teach
cleanliness; model it. Tidy up your workspace, use disinfecting wipes and sneeze into your
sleeve and not your hand. One example living out the definition for cleanliness goes a long
way.
Work from home: Not every business offers work from home days, but if yours does, take
advantage of it. Also, if you have vacation days and “the plague” is going around the office,
now might be the best time to take some time off work for the sake of your health.
Get the flu shot: Perhaps the easiest way out of catching the plague is getting the flu shot. Talk
to your doctor today to learn more about what options are available for you.

While you cannot control the germs of others, you can be your own superhero and save yourself the
trouble of nursing yourself back to health and avoid germs in your workplace.
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How to Tackle Clutter in Your Home
Ways to free your home of chaos

If your home resembles an untidy mess rather than the peaceful sanctuary you long for, now is the
time to get serious about decluttering. Weeding through your possessions can be a challenge, but
with a systematic approach you’ll be able to tame the clutter and reclaim an organized home.

Baby steps

Sometimes looking at the big
picture is a surefire way to paralyze
your efforts. Don’t immediately
think about decluttering your entire
house from top to bottom. Instead,
The Spruce writer Elizabeth Larkin
advises taking it one drawer, one
closet or one room at a time. Don’t
jump ahead to other projects
before you complete each task, and
let the joy you feel from each
organizational achievement fuel
you as you forge ahead on your
decluttering mission.

If you’re having a hard time getting
started or just don’t know which
room or space to tackle first, try the
12-12-12 Challenge. Joshua
Becker, Becoming Minimalist writer and author of The More of Less, suggests starting by disposing of
12 items, donating 12 things and finding the proper homes for 12 items that are out of their rightful
spot in your home. Before you know it, you will have sorted out 36 items in your house.

Divide and conquer

Decluttering your home is not code for “get rid of everything you own,” although you’ll be surprised
how much stuff you’ve accumulated that you don’t really need. In order to get a literal handle on the
mess, you need to employ a sorting methodology. HGTV writer Aimee Lane recommends a three-bin
system. Label the bins “toss,” “give” and “do.”

The “toss” bin is for items that have outgrown their shelf lives or are beyond repair. Be thoughtful with
what ends up in the trash and recycle as much as you can.

The “give” bin is for items fit for charitable organizations that welcome slightly used items in good
condition. Old books can find a new home at your library or local elementary school. Clothing you no
longer wear can go to organizations like the American Red Cross, The Salvation Army, Dress for
Success or a nonprofit dear to your heart. Your kids’ old clothes would be appreciated by a family in
need. Be strategic about the stuff you donate; take a moment to pair the right organization to the
items you’re giving away.

The “do” bin can also be labeled as the “fix” bin, according to Larkin. This bin catches the things that
aren’t ready for the trash pile, recycling center or donation drive, but are in need of a little TLC. For
example, a pair of pants in need of a hem, a pair of shoes in need of a shine or a toy in need of new
batteries are good candidates.

Decluttering your home is an ongoing process. Do what you can in your spare time and before you
know it, your drawers, closets, cabinets and rooms will be organized and clutter-free.
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Tips for Beating the Winter Blues
Ward off the winter doldrums with these healthy habits

Are you missing the sun and cursing the cold? Do holiday stress and shorter days have you feeling
grumpy and lethargic? Try these tips and say goodbye to the winter blues. If you’re experiencing
symptoms of something more serious — such as depression or Seasonal Affective Disorder — be
sure to seek advice and treatment from your doctor.

Brighten your day

On dark winter days, a little extra
daylight can make a major
difference. When possible, open
the curtains or sit close to a
window to soak up some natural
light, which produces serotonin that
can help boost your mood. For
dark mornings, try a dawn
simulator to gradually light up your
bedroom as you awaken. For your
workplace or living room, you can
also buy artificial lights that
simulate natural light.

Get some exercise

It’s tempting to stay indoors on the
couch when the weather is cold
and gray, but a short exercise
session might be just what you
need instead. Everyday Health
recommends at least 20 daily minutes of brisk activity to help lift your mood and reduce stress. When
you can, get that exercise outside — even if it’s only a short walk. You’ll reap the benefits of
movement, and you’ll also add some much-needed natural light to your day.

Sleep well

As the days get shorter and chillier, make sure you’re getting all the sleep you need each night — at
least seven or eight hours’ worth. Dr. Jacqueline Gollan, a professor of psychiatry at Northwestern
University, tells Everyday Health that it’s important to follow a regular sleep schedule. If possible, go to
bed at the same time every night and get up at the same time every morning, even on weekends. This
will help stabilize your sleep cycle as you get used to darker days.

Eat well

Eating healthy food can help improve your outlook when winter gets you down. According to
Healthline, some of the best mood-boosting foods you can eat include lean proteins, leafy greens,
milk and eggs, berries, bananas and even an occasional serving of dark chocolate. These foods
contain vitamins and nutrients like omega-3 fatty acids, folic acid, vitamin D and vitamin B-12 to
nourish your mind and body. At the same time, try to cut back on fast food and sugary desserts. The
temporary lift you get isn’t worth the long-term health drawbacks.

Spend time with others

This winter, resist the urge to hibernate and isolate yourself from friends and family. Clinical
psychologist Josh Klapow tells Huffington Post that connecting with others can be a good way to lift
your mood and prevent feelings of depression. You don’t have to be the life of the party to benefit,
either: Even a brief period of social interaction, like lunch with a friend or an afternoon of volunteering,
can make your winter blues more bearable.

Don’t let winter’s frigid gloom ruin the season for you. Following these tips can help restore your
energy and lift your spirits — and before you know it, spring will be here once again.  
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